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A whole year has gone by. Can you believe it? We have gotten
great feedback while experiencing positive growth and change.

One change that we are making is going completely on-line. Here at
SWB, we know quality is important. We can deliver great quality 
information and reduce environmental waste at the same time. We are
practicing our own Self-Care, Well-Being & Beyond.

So how do we integrate these three components in our lives? To 
begin, let’s understand the meaning behind Self-Care, Well-Being
& Beyond.

Self-Care is what we do to get and stay healthy. It is essential to our
quality of life. It takes into account all aspects of living. We should
examine our life wheel, that is the physical, emotional, career, 
education, relationships, social, and financial parts of life, and restore
them to a measure that supports good health. Our health is a matter of
personal lifestyle choices. Self-Care should be a daily practice.

Establishing a practice of self-care that works on all parts of your life
wheel, raises a level of awareness that brings you deeper within 
yourself. Living according to your values and beliefs, being truly at
peace with who you are, is Well-Being.

The Beyond in our life is establishing a sense of awareness & 
responsibility. It is giving back to family, friends and community -
helping people in need, influencing other to make better life choices,
volunteering, being a great friend, going “Beyond” yourself.

Understand what is important to you. Live according to what you 
believe. Be a positive influence on others.

Happy New Year,
Judy Rienzi, Editor-in-Chief
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“Challenges make you discover things
about yourself that you never really knew.
They’re what make the instrument stretch
what makes you go beyond.”
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F R O M  T H Eeditor
E veryday work and life present challenges. 

Organizations are in upheaval. Families are 
struggling. Individuals feel alone. Fear has become
so tangible that we can smell it, touch it, taste it, hear
it and feel it that we are becoming paralyzed.

Susan Jeffers, PhD, wrote in a classic book entitled,
Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway, “You’re Not A 
Failure If You Don’t Make It; You’re a Success 
Because You Try.” Now in 2009, we can choose to
live in chaos and panic or we can choose to live our
lives very differently. Self Care, Well-Being and 
Beyond is committed to connecting people with
thoughts, ideas, resources and expertise that will 
support our success as we live and work.

We are committed to being open to your ideas, 
suggestions and, yes, even your secrets (we promise
to keep them confidential.) We are interested in 
learning and growing just like you.

We are extending our hands and our hearts to you this
year in support and so we paraphrase Dr. Jeffers
words, “Whatever Happens To Us, Given Any 
Situation, We Can Handle It!” Let’s make 2009 a
year of greater understanding of our selves, 
promoting well being for all and going beyond as we
Feel The Fear And “Do It Anyway!”

Happy 2009,
Laura Novakowski, MBA, RN
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the power of new year intentions 
BY SYBILLA LENZ

“C hange the way you look at
things and the things you

look at change” says Wayne Dyer in
his popular program of The Secrets
of The Power of Intention. Now is a
perfect opportunity to set your
thoughts on your plans for the New
Year by perfecting your resolutions
with intention. Using the science of
Feng Shui is a great tool for 
implementing intention. It is 
constantly being proven by the 
experts of quantum physics that
thoughts and intentions are things.
When we think about a thing and
then add emotion with that thought
we are actually setting into motion
the power of intention toward the
thing we are thinking about. Are you
worrying about the economy?
Wondering or worrying about your
job? Are you fearful about your
well-being and your family’s well-
being? Have you heard from others
that when someone loses his or her
job that they then would announce
“I knew that would happen?” Have
you ever noticed when someone is
delivered bad news about their 

health that sometimes the next
phrase is “I always worried about
that happening?” There is 
increasing evidence that thoughts
coupled with constant and fearful
negative emotion can lead you 
toward the undesirable situation you
are fearful of based on the evidence
of quantum physics.
Consider doing a space clearing of
your environment to remove clutter
and clear out old and unused things
in your life and use the science of
Feng Shui and The Bagua to 
establish what you now want with
positive intention and watch how
“the things you now look at
change!” Intention is powerful and
ready for you now to use in a 
positive way. Declare the annual
salary or job position you want! 
Intend for loving relationships to 
always be in your life! Create a
healthy and physically fit body!
Know without a shadow of doubt
that you have all the money you
need right now! Feng Shui and 
intention work - set your New Years
Resolutions with intention now.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Sybilla Lenz is a certified 
Feng Shui consultant and the 
owner of The Bagua Botique 
(a unique Feng Shui store).

Sybilla Lenz 
Certified Feng 

Shui Consultant
Phone: 

570-836-8888
Email:

thebaguaboutique
@yahoo.com
Web Site:
positiveliving
bydesigninc.com
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thoughts are the things that
lead to living your dreams 

BY LAURA NOVAKOWSKI,  RN, MBA

I n 1937, Napoleon Hill wrote
three profound words in his

classic book, Think and Grow Rich
“Thoughts are Things.” Now, we
have lots of “things” in our lives.
We have basic “things” such as
food, clothing, and shelter. We have
luxury “things” such as jewelry,
sports cars, and wine. However, the
“things” in our lives that will 
hinder us, inspire us and transform
us the most are our “thoughts.”

Mr. Hill was an American author
who is considered one of the 
forerunners in the genre, personal
success literature. He was born into
abject poverty and yet somehow he
was able to rise to international
fame and fortune. He forged a 
relationship with Andrew Carnegie 

and undertook the life long goal to
discover multimillionaires’ secret to
success in not just finance but in
overall life. Hill promoted a process
to generate health and wealth, that
to this day, continues to support the
concept to invest in our minds and
our success will follow.

Earl Nightingale, a disciple of
Napoleon Hill, once said, "We become
what we think about."Mr. Nightingale
was another astonishing man. He
was one of the twelve survivors of
the USS Arizona at Pearl Harbor.
He was relentless in his questioning
of what made some people poor and
others successful. Following in 
the steps of Hill, he wrote The
Strangest Secret, which reinforced
the “thoughts are things” concept.

“So what?” one might ask. The days
run into months. Years are passing
and we feel we no closer to being a
better executive, manager, teacher
or parent. We are doing more work,
more activities, more nonsense and
what do we have to show for it???

What do we need to be and do in
order that we have the life we 
desire? Consider these four simple
behaviors – assess your purpose,
create a positive mental attitude,
take action to create behaviors keep
you on track to achieve your dreams
and sustain your success by 
engaging in actions that will 
transform your life.

What do we need to be? Be is a 
person who is clearly on purpose.
My personal purpose is to inspire
every individual to liberate their
own potential to discover their own
extraordinary health and wealth.
This purpose allows me to every
day be focused, be thoughtful, be
empathic, be creative and be
courageous (this list could go on
and on).

Take a minute and write what you
want to be as we enter 2009.

My purpose is to:
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How we do our purpose?
We understand our own thoughts
generate our actions that cause us
to be the great business leader, 
employee, spouse, friend, parent, or
child. I have a simple process that I
use to determine what behaviors I
“do” to accomplish my purpose - 
I use my thoughts to A.C.T. as if
I’m living!

Take a minute and write what you
want to do as we enter 2009. I do
the following…

What do we have when we are 
on purpose? 

When we have clearly defined 
results for our businesses, our 
families, ourselves, we have so
much more. We have peace of
mind. We have excitement and 
adventure. We have a sense of 
accomplishment. I personally have
it all – a career that I love, a family
that I adore and a world that I am
proud to be a part of. Can you say
the same?

Take a minute and write what you
want to have in 2009. I will have…

Remember- “Thoughts are things.”
Let’s use our thoughts to lead us to
personal and professional success!

“ACT as if you’re living! Assess
whether you’re positive. Create
positive goals. Then Transform
yourself. Don’t worry about 
anybody else. They will all show
up. Just work on yourself and ACT
as if you believe in yourself and
you’ll be fine.”

- Laura Novakowski
From Self Leadership Practices 
to Freedom and Power by Dr. Z

Definition of Results:
1. consequence: something that
follows as a consequence of 
another action, condition, or event

2. score: an outcome, especially the
final score in a sports competition
or the grade awarded to somebody
who has taken a test

3. number: a number arrived at by
a calculation

Source: Encarta.msn.com 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
A national human

development company

Laura R. Novakowski, RN, MBA, NHA
Positive Power Strategies, Inc.

PHONE: 570-477-3388
EMAIL: laura@positivepowerinc.com

WEB: positivepowerinc.com
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transform your health 
with effective time strategies 

BY JUDY RIENZI,  RN, MS

Y ou have the best of intentions.Your health is important to
you. But you fall short every time
you start a new regimen, only to
feel frustrated. You think you lack
self discipline. Ever think poor
planning, poor organization, and 
a lot of stress may have something
to do with it? Let’s see how 
these factors could be sabotaging
your plans.

1) Organization. There’s nothing
worse than coming home, after
being out all day, and grabbing
everything in sight you can eat 
because there is nothing prepared.
There’s so much “stuff” around you
go for what’s easy, not necessarily
what’s healthy.

Options:
a)Decide what healthy eating looks
like to you. Then organize your 
refrigerator and pantry. Throw out
old, expired food and buy only the
food that you plan on eating. Keep
an ongoing list of food you need to
buy as you need it. Plan in advance
and bring healthy lunches and
snacks to work everyday and have
a snack before you leave work so
you’re not as hungry when you 
get home.
b) How organized is your home or
office? How much of your energy
do you use looking for things?
Being organized helps you use your
time more efficiently, reduces stress
and fatigue, gives you a feeling of 

self control and increases energy. It
frees you up to spend more time on
recreational activities and exercise.
Create an organizational system that
works for you and throw out 
whatever you don’t need or 
haven’t used.
2) Time Management. I don’t have
time to______!! How many times
during the week do you say this?
Creating healthy practices always
seems to be the one thing we leave
out of a busy schedule. Effective
time management is a process that
involves changing behaviors and
implementing new habits. It will
keep you focused on the goals you
want to achieve.
Options:
Decide what you want to 
accomplish. Plan and prioritize
those things that are most 
important. Make a “to do” list
everyday of the things you must 
accomplish that day. Put your health
practices on that list and schedule it
in your day planner as if you were
scheduling a meeting with a client
or friend. Time management skills
will allow you to achieve success in
business and attain more out of your
personal life.
3) Stress Mastery. We don’t want
to eliminate stress completely from
our lives. A certain amount of stress
gets us motivated to do the job at
hand. However, we don’t want
stress to control us either. This is the
time our health practices are most
important. Out of control eating, 
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procrastination, lack of exercise, 
poor sleep habits, and feelings of 
overwhelm can ruin the best of plans
and contributes to poor health.
Options:
Organization and time management
skills are most important during times
of stress. They help you stay focused
and feel more in control which 
ultimately reduces stress. Plan in 
advance and follow the schedule you
created for yourself. Include some 
relaxation techniques during the 
day and eat those healthy lunches 
and snacks you brought to work 
for yourself.

Get Organized, 
Manage Your Time
& Reduce Your Stress
PLAN, PLAN, PLAN
• Prioritize
• Set Goals
• Make “To Do” lists
• Schedule your health 
practices

• De-clutter
• Eat healthy throughout 
the day

• Exercise
• Practice relaxation 
techniques

According to Peter Walsh, author of
Does This Clutter Make My Butt
Look Fat?, “it’s impossible to be your
best and healthiest self in a cluttered
space. Clutter can alienate us from
our environment and, in turn, make it
difficult to practice an important 
principle that prevents us from
overeating: mindfulness.”
- Judy Rienzi RN, MS
Health Promotion Associates, LLC
www.healthpromotionassociates.com
judy@healthpromotionassociates
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vegetarian 101:
becoming vegetarian 

BY R.C.  HEISER, WWW.NOT-JUST-RECIPES.COM 

B ecoming vegetarian isn't 
always easy! It is, quite often,

a major lifestyle change. It can have
(and some would say should have)
an impact on not only your dietary
regimen but your entire way of
thinking - about food, about health,
the environment, animals and 
other human beings. It will likely 
determine, in some small measure,
where you go and who you hang 
out with - so it will impact you 
socially, physically, intellectually
and spiritually.
In this section we want to offer our
advice on how you might think 
of making the transition to a 
vegetarian lifestyle. It is only that -
our advice. It is based on our 
opinion which, in turn, is based on
our experience. It certainly isn't the
only way to achieve a transition but
it is one that has worked for some.
We hope to offer suggestions and
advice that you’ll find helpful and
we’ll update this section frequently.
So read on and begin your adventure
- your new life experience.
How to begin a vegetarian lifestyle
So, you think you want to become
a vegetarian. Why? That is probably
the first question you should 
ask yourself. The reason for that 
question, of course, is that in order
to make a significant change in your
life - and it will be significant - you
need to have a reason to commit.
Otherwise you may find yourself
frustrated and unwilling to continue
toward your achieving your goal.

There are any number of articles,
books and other publications that
will provide you with a list of 
methods to follow to achieve a 
transition to a vegetarian lifestyle. I
use the term lifestyle rather than
diet because, as I said, it is a 
significant change. It is a lifestyle
that you will follow because you
will be faced with challenges at
every turn. Family and friends may
scoff or try to talk you out of your
decision. Restaurants that serve a
variety of vegetarian dishes are still
difficult to find in many parts of the
country. And, if you like meat to
begin with, you will be tempted by
the aroma of that steak on your
neighbor's grill or the scent that
wafts through your car window as
you drive past the fast food joint 
in town, or simply going out for 
dinner with friends.
So, think about it. Do you want to
become a vegetarian for health 
reasons? Is it because you are 
concerned about the environment
and the impact that raising livestock
has on it? Are you finding a sense
of compassion that has come to
make you realize that the suffering
of animals matters? Whatever 
your reason(s), learn as much 
as you can before or as you 
begin. Google it - use keywords 
like “animal welfare,” “animal
rights,” “vegetarian nutrition,”
“plant-based diet” and so on. As 
I said, there is a wealth of information
out there so study a little and 
you will make your commitment

stronger. Also consider talking with
your physician and/or a registered 
dietician, particularly if you 
may have health issues which may
be impacted by your decision 
to become vegetarian. Get several
opinions. Not all physicians 
are attuned to the benefits of a 
vegetarian lifestyle either. So if
yours isn't, perhaps you can 
find one who is and get a 
second opinion.
All of that said, here are 6 simple
ways you can begin to make 
the transition.
1. Start gradually
Give up red meat first. It is probably
the worst from the standpoint of
what it does to your body. Even
then, phase it out gradually. If you
eat red meat once a week now, try
to cut back to every other week for
a couple of months. Then, after you
have pretty much cut the red out of
your diet altogether you can begin
to work on other meats.
2. Experiment
Get yourself a good, simple 
vegetarian cookbook. You don't
need to worry about becoming 
a gourmet vegetarian cook just 
yet! Some of the best vegetarian 
cookbooks are those that offer 
simple recipes that have a limited
number of ingredients or a short
prep time. You know what I mean.
The book states "50 vegetarian
dishes that you can make in 30 
minutes or less" or "Great vegetarian
recipes with only five ingredients".
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Get the idea? Try a few recipes so that
you have some variation as you begin
the transition. Bookmark the ones
you like best. Mix up your weekly
menu, again for variety. Also, check
out the abundance of good websites
which have wonderful vegetarian and
vegan recipes. Again, Google the
keywords and you'll find some gems!

3. Slowly work in things of which
you are unsure
You don't want to get turned off right
away! I can remember thinking I
could never eat tofu. I didn't like the
looks of it or the texture, both 
important nuances for enjoying what
you eat. I found that by finding dishes
which could utilize tofu as an 
optional or added ingredient and
adding a little at a time each time I
had that dish, I gradually became 
accustomed to tofu. I found that it
does take on the flavor of what it is
cooked with a lot of the time so
dishes with a lot of onion or garlic
helped! Sometimes crumbling it or
cutting smaller "chunks" made it
more palatable, rather than having a
large "slab" with which to deal. 
Marinating it overnight or for at least
several hours also works well.

4. Continue to educate yourself
Read whatever you can find about
plant-based diets and vegetarian 
nutrition. Find out how to insure 
that you are planning meals and 
eating enough variety to provide 
the nutrients your body needs, 
particularly protein and vitamin
B12. Visit a natural foods store and
ask questions. They will be glad to
help. Seek out other vegetarians or
vegans for support, encouragement
and ideas. Or, join a vegetarian "club"
or organization. If you don't have any
in your area, why not start one?

5. Use substitutes
What do I mean, use substitutes?
Well, since most of the food you will

be eating is "lighter" than a meat
based meal, you may not feel as full
as you were accustomed to being
after you finish a meal. In that respect
you may be tempted to snack more. If
you are, try to substitute the snacks
you used to eat with fruit, berries,
nuts and so on. These will be better
for you and help to contribute to your
daily intake of protein. Drink lots of
water. It will not only help you stay
properly hydrated but also fill your
tummy a bit, taking away some of the
cravings. If you have a sweet tooth try
to avoid sugar and foods with a lot of
sugar in them. If you feel the urge to
eat something that you normally put
sugar on (I eat a lot of cereal snacks)
try using agave nectar instead.
6. Enjoy yourself
Make it fun! Experimenting with new
recipes is always fun. When you think
about the good you are doing for
yourself, for the environment and for
the animals, it will be even more fun.
Vary your meal plans so you have a
wide variety and you won't tire of it
or get discouraged. Set goals like a
month of total vegetarianism equals a
reward of a new cookbook! If the
whole friends and family thing 
becomes too much, turn the tables on
them and challenge them to join you
even if it's for just one meal! Keep a
journal - it may become your best
seller one day!
As I said before, there are many ways
to make the transition to a vegetarian
lifestyle and just as many books,
magazines, articles, blogs and 
websites to tell you "their way" to do
it. The bottom line is this - do it 
because you want to and you know
the reasons is important to you. Find
a site, a friend or a book that you trust
and let that trust be your guide. 
Monitor your health and wellness and
be sure to get proper nutrition and 
exercise. You will succeed! Be proud
of that in advance! Bon appetite!
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Positive lifestyle changes do happen. Emily is proof of that. Read her inspiring story of how she took 
control of her life and the impact she had on her community. Emily Brown is someone who has taken her
Self-Care and Well-Being “Beyond” herself to influence others.



how my journey to wellness began 
BY EMILY BROWN

A little over a year ago I was 
diagnosed with type 2 diabetes

and that day was a wakeup call for
me. I didn’t eat right, didn’t get
enough sleep, drank very little
water, did not exercise, and did
not feel well at all. However, prior
to coming to Hendrick, I worked too
many hours and had very stressful
positions (jobs where employees
were certainly not put first). Of 
my prior two positions, the first I
ended up finding that my boss 
was embezzling money from the 
company. I began doing her job, my
job, the job of another gentleman
that could not handle the stress, and
the investigating for the FBI. So,
every Sunday I would drive to the
Avoca airport fly to Atlanta and take
an hour and a half drive from there.
I would work all sorts of hours 
during the week and eating out, 
ordering to my room, or living 
out of a vending machine. After
working God only knows how 
many hours I would hop a flight
back Thursday or Friday, sometimes
at 1 or 2 a.m. This would give me

enough time to do my laundry, get
my house in order, go for a few
cocktails with friends and get back
in the car to head for the airport
again. It was no life, it was complete
stress, and I never put myself first. I
started to see the effects on my
health, but ignored it and pushed on.

When the investigation was complete
my corporate office decided to
move all accounting to their 
headquarters in the Midwest. They
offered me a position there and I
opted to take a buyout and stay here.
So, I began the interview process
and was offered a few positions at
the same time. Young and foolish, I
took the position that offered the
most money. Though, the salary was
better, the organization was not 
one that I would want to associate
my name with, never mind sign 
anything that they touched. It was a
constant argument to do the right
thing, continuous stress, and with an
office of people that were not 
properly trained it was again a lot of
hours. So my personal well-being

continued to be put on the back
burner as stress, little sleep, and
poor eating habits were my daily
regimen.After gaining 100 pounds
over four years and two jobs, I
started looking to make a life
change and a career change.

Finally, in April 2007 I was hired at
Hendrick and began making small
changes, but it was hard to adjust to
a better lifestyle. The stress, weight
gain, and all around unhealthy
lifestyle from my previous jobs had
already taken their toll on my body.
I got shingles, which is very rare
from someone my age, but often
brought on by stress. My immune
system was not strong and I was
continually catching a cold or flu.
The final and hardest hit was being
diagnosed with type 2 diabetes. I
knew it was time to change and
when I set my mind to it and opened
up to many alternatives, changes
were easy. I was and still am open
to anything that can make a positive
change in my life. I tried many 
different things and continue to as I 
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grow and continue on my journey to
personal wellness.

In the past year I shed over 50
pounds, the healthy way and am off
of my diabetes medication. As I
began finding things that helped me
I wanted to share them with others
and that I did. In a safety meeting,
we discussed that healthier or
“well” people are less likely to 
become injured. We wanted to start
a wellness program for employees
and their families. This created 
a subcommittee for wellness. 
Volunteers were taken from several
departments to join the committee.
The committee wanted to try to
meet as many of the needs/wants of
the Hendrick Family, so we decided
to survey and see what most 
people would be interested in 
learning about and participating in. 
Essentially, we want the employees
to direct what our program will
consist of and what will work best
for them and their families. The
survey was developed with this in
mind but also encouraged them to
include their own ideas.

The Hendrick Wellness Committee
surveyed employees in August and
the results were astounding! Out of
111 employees surveyed, only one
employee said they had absolutely
no desire to participate.

With results tallied the wellness
committee sat down to develop a
wellness program that incorporated
the interests and needs of employees.
We worked with local businesses,
professionals, and vendors to 
acquire services necessary to 
accomplish a flourishing wellness
program. We have rolled out a
monthly wellness newsletter for
employees and their families. We
have put a section in for every part
of our employee’s families. We

have important information on
health observances of the month,
tips on dealing with stress, safety
tips, a Hendrick Healthy Kids 
section, and an easy healthy recipe.
Additionally, we have also 
negotiated special pricing for our
employees at many area fitness 
centers, weight loss facilities, 
and many other health providers 
and vendors.

Next we planned our health fair, a
fair that would be diverse from 
any other health fair ever at 
Hendrick. Emily tried to get health
professionals and vendors that met
the top ten wants of our employees,
and more. Our health fair was 
October 15-16 and we hosted to
over 20 service providers. At the
fair each employee and family
members that attended was given a
“road map to success” survey to
have signed by six vendors and
asked their favorite events at the
fair. We will encompass these
choices into our lunch and learn
program (combining a healthy
lunch and seminar for employees),
and other events.

We will be rolling out a Wellness
Program in January where employees
who choose to participate will meet
certain criteria set by the committee
and be rewarded with a “Wellness
Day (a day to call in well)” or
some other type of reward. We are 
working on many different projects,
including a second newsletter “The
Punch Line, Hot Off the Press.”
This features events in the lives of
our employees and their loved ones,
special events at Hendrick, and
more. Our hope is to get everyone
involved and build new friendships
and teams.

Other future plans include extending
our knowledge and resources to

those of the Carbondale community.
We want to share all of the 
knowledge we have gained on our
journey and make it easier for 
others to obtain information and
begin programs of their own.

Everything isn’t ironed out yet, but
Hendrick is certainly on the road to
wellness. With the owners of the
company, our General Manager, the
community, many health providers
and services, and most important all
members of the Hendrick Family
(employees and their families)
working in an effort to get healthy,
we cannot fail. We continue to get
healthier, more knowledgeable, 
become greener, and grow stronger.

I still have a long way to go with 
another 50 pounds to lose and
working more exercise into my 
routine, but with the help of many
of the health professionals and now
really friends of mine I cannot fail!
I need to mention that Donna 
Florimonte has been a mentor on
my road to wellness and that I 
currently follow Janine Quinn's 
Essential Eating guide (I say guide
because it is a life change not a
diet). Ray Parchinski has also been
a force behind Hendrick's program
and will be working with us in the
future. As I look at just these three
people, they all send the same 
message in different ways: 
eliminate the toxins from your
body, drink lots of water ("Good
Water"), eat organic (or as much
as you can), ease into changes,
and exercise. This seems basic, but
it is that easy and it works.

- Emily Brown
Assistant Controller
Wellness Program Coordinator
Hendrick Manufacturing Co.
Carbondale, PA
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finding peace in your life
BY FRANCESCA M. AMICO, MA

A few years ago, as I drove to
my 8 a.m. class, stressed as

usual, (I was a college English 
instructor) I felt a strange pain in
my chest. I pulled over at a 
restaurant not too far from the
school. Panicking, I called my 
family doctor. The nurse told me to
call an ambulance immediately. I
felt lightheaded and frightened, but
drove to the hospital instead.

After an EKG and blood work at 
the ER, the physician’s assistant 
determined that my heart was fine,
much to my relief, but he told me
that it was heartburn, probably
caused by “burning the candle at
both ends.”

At that time I was teaching five
classes, had a part-time job grading
English papers from home, and
worked diligently on my thesis for
my graduate studies. I was indeed
overtaxing my body, getting by on
caffeine and little sleep. The chest
pains were the warning sign that
were meant to scare me to change
the way I lived, but I was too busy
to notice.

I went to see my family doctor the
day after the ER visit. I was 
chagrined when he recommended I
take Protonix for acid reflux. “Acid
reflux?” I questioned. “I never had
any stomach problems before, why
put me on that now?” My doctor 
assured me that the chest pains I felt
were caused by stress and that the
medicine would help. Being the
kind of person who dislikes taking

anything other than vitamins or 
natural products, I reluctantly
started taking the daily prescription.
After a few days, I did indeed detect
a difference in the way I felt and
thought I had been cured for good.
Only, I still felt edgy, anxious, and
not at peace with my life.

Each time I drove to class Monday
through Friday, I was reminded 
of how much I disliked teaching. 
The sweaty palms and racing
heartbeat were telltale signs that I
was not happy doing what I was
doing. I kept thinking, If only I
could find a job where I am writing,
I will be so happy. So, I did the one
thing I knew how to do well: send
out my resume to find a new job.

Months went by and I kept on
teaching and working the part-time
online English instructor job from 

home, because as a single parent, I
had bills to pay and needed to put
food on the table for my family. I
knew the stress that went along with
both jobs took a toll on me 
physically and emotionally, but I
couldn’t leave them until I had
something else.

Well, something else came along
that was a promised writing job. It
was close to home, unlike the half
hour to 45 minute commute to
school, and I thought my days of
stress were over. It’s funny how we
love to think that the grass is always
greener over there… somewhere
other than where we are. I believe
the grass is only greener where we
are happy and content. I wasn’t
happy or content working in a 4x4
cubicle with nothing to do. The
promised “writing job” was a fable
I so desperately wanted to believe. 
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After six months, the powers that
be must have realized that there
was no work for me and let me go
on my merry ‘ol way: Out one door
and opening the next.

I was upset and scared, but 
something inside of me knew it was
the best thing that happened to me.
I enjoyed working from home 
with the part-time job and 
sought out jobs that were solely
telecommuting jobs. I applied and
applied, but nothing transpired. So,
I decided to start my own business
writing and editing, two fields I
love. I found the anxiety subsided.
All of a sudden I felt great, where
before I was always tired, had sinus
pain, or this or that ached. I felt
recharged, alive – could it be? Yes,
I was happy. And as a result, the
chest pains disappeared and I
stopped taking the acid reflux 
medicine. I felt free and calm:
something I had not felt in many,
many years.

I learned something very real and
profound: if we work to please

other people, we leave ourselves 
behind. I was that person; I worked
doing something other than what I
wanted just to pay the bills. I know
too many people who do that. We
become trapped in a box and give
up hope of ever getting out.

Now I feel like my life is my life. I
no longer feel like I am chained 
to the responsibility of doing 
something I do not like. No, I know
now that:

I have a choice and we all have a
choice to do what brings us joy.
When our lives are filled with
peace and happiness, then our
bodies feel great.

I know; I’ve experienced this 
first hand. I used to feel all the
aches and pains of an elderly 
person and I was only 40 years old!
I have a lot more living to do and
I’m very happy to say that those
pains are gone. It was the stress 
that was warning me through 
real physical pain. Take away 
the stress and guess what? 

You take away the physical 
ailments too.

We all have a choice. We can 
complain and do the same things
day after day or we can do 
something about our lives and
make a difference. Albert Einstein
once said, “Insanity is doing the
same thing over and over and 
expecting different results.” He 
was right.

Take the step; even if it’s a baby
step to taking your life back. It
doesn’t matter if what you choose
in your life isn’t what your spouse
wants or your parents want, or 
whoever else thinks they know
what is right for your life. This is
your life and we only get once
chance to make it right.

If you make it right, I guarantee you
that you will feel better than you
ever felt before in your life. Our
bodies give us warning signs when
something isn’t right. Are you 
paying attention to your body? It
just might change your life.
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HHeeaalltthh  PPrroommoottiioonn  AAssssoocciiaatteess,,  LLLLCC
HHeeaalltthhyy  LLiiffee  SSttyyllee  CCoonnssoorrttiiuumm

SSppeeaakkeerr’’ss  BBuurreeaauu
The Health Promotion Associates
speaker’s bureau consists of professional
women dedicated to promoting personal
and professional development. The
speaker’s bureau covers a wide variety of 
topics. The following individuals can be 
contacted directly.

JJuuddyy  RRiieennzzii  RRNN,,  MMSS

Certified Integrative Imagery 
Practitioner, Holistic Health Practitioner
HHeeaalltthh  PPrroommoottiioonn  AAssssoocciiaatteess,,  LLLLCC

judy@healthpromotionassociates.com
www.healthpromotionsassociates.com
570-586-4409

Topics:
• Stress Management
• Time Strategies
• Health Leadership
• Goal Setting & Achievement
• C.O.N.N.E.C.T.™ with Your Total Health

LLaauurraa  RR..  NNoovvaakkoowwsskkii,,  RRNN,,  MMBBAA

Certified Hallmarks Coach & 
President of PPoossiittiivvee  PPoowweerr  SSttrraatteeggiieess,,  IInncc..

laura@positivepowerinc.com
www.positivepowerinc.com
570-477-3388

Topics:
• M.A.G.I.C.A.L. Potential
• Taking A.C.T.ion
• Desire and Intention
• Power Choices…
• Strategy, Leadership and Change

TToobbyy  LLaannddoonn

Raw Food Chef
NNaattuurraall  CChheeff,,  LLLLCC

rawfoodchefpa@netzero.net
www.rawteacher.com/tobylandon
570-852-3674

Topics:
• Employee/Corporate Wellness
• Private Instruction
• Raw Food Instruction Class
• Dinner Party
• Level 1 Chef Certification

Under Alissa Cohen Program

SSyybbiillllaa  LLeennzz

Certified Feng Shui Consultant &
President of PPoossiittiivvee  LLiivviinngg  bbyy  DDeessiiggnn,,  IInncc..

www.positivelivingbydesigninc.com
thebaguaboutique@yahoo.com
570-836-8888

Topics:
• Using the Bagua
• Understand & Implement Feng Shui
• Create Health & Prosperity with Feng Shui
• Group Presentations
• Individual Consultations

KKaatthhlleeeenn  DD..  PPaaggaannaa,,  PPhhDD,,  RRNN

President of
PPaaggaannaa  KKeeyynnootteess  &&  PPrreesseennttaattiioonnss

www.kathleenpagana.com
kathy@kathleenpagana.com
570-326-4797

Topics:
• Positioning for Success
• Developing Positive Presentation Skills
• Business Etiquette
• Dining Etiquette
• Finding Time for Fitness


